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The Problem is Well-Documented
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Dallas Children are Heavily Segregated by
Poverty Status
City of Dallas: Child Poverty Rates by Census Tract
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34% of Dallas children live in
poverty (130K out of 380K children).
Half of the City’s Census tracts are
home to 90% of children in
poverty.
33% of all Dallas children live in
concentrated poverty
neighborhoods (Census tracts with
poverty rates 30% or higher).

Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey (2011-2015)
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Housing Shapes Nearly Every Aspect of Life…
• School quality

• Your friends and peers

• Access to…
• Amenities
• Resources
• Groceries
• Banks
• Pharmacies
• Recreation
• Health care

• Education, employment, and
income levels of your neighbors
• Crime
• Where you work, play, and worship
• Social and professional networks
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Dallas is Magnetically Segregated by Race
City of Dallas: Census Tracts Greater than 50% One Race
Areas with a Majority Race

Areas by Majority Race

Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey (2011-2015)
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Only 15 out of 351 (4%) Schools in 3 Public Districts
Are Racially and Socioeconomically Diverse
City of Dallas: Schools by Location and Diversity
Non-Diverse Schools*
Diverse Schools*

Hexter ES is the
only diverse zoned
school in Dallas ISD

School systems with diverse schools:
- Dallas ISD (3 schools)
- Richardson ISD (9 schools)
- Plano ISD (1 School)
- Harmony Academies (2 schools)
The 15 diverse schools are defined as having
student bodies that are:
- 40-70% economically disadvantaged
- No more than 50% of 1 race
- No more than 80% from any 2 races
Schools analyzed include all public, magnet, and charter schools in the City limits of Dallas.
Source: Texas Education Agency (TEA) Texas Academic Performance Report (TAPR), 2015-16
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Housing Segregation Did Not Happen by Accident

Source: www.dmagazine.com/frontburner/2017/08/redlining-dallas-maps/

Source: ushistoryscene.com
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Chicago Case Study: The Costs of Segregation

• If more people knew how they were harmed by
concentrated poverty and segregation, would
they be more compelled to do something about
it?

• “Segregation is not only an issue in low-income
communities or communities of color. It's costing all
of us.” Urban Institute & Metro Planning Council, “The Cost of Segregation”
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If Chicago could reduce its segregation just to the
US median…

• Incomes for African-Americans would rise an average of $2,982 per person per year, which would increase
the earnings of the region by $4.4 billion

• Chicago region's gross domestic product (GDP) would increase by approximately $8 billion.

• 30% drop in the homicide rate, saving $65 million in policing and $218 million in corrections costs.

• Residential real estate values would increase by $6 billion, which means more revenue for local government.

• 83,000 more adults would complete a bachelor’s degree

Source: Urban Institute & Metro Planning Council, “The Cost of Segregation.”
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Reducing Segregation is About Economic Mobility

“We see that in places where kids of
different economic backgrounds are
mixing in the same environment, those
tend to be places where kids from lowincome backgrounds rise up further in
the income distribution.”
– Nathaniel Hendren

“Places that are more segregated by
race or income tend to have lower
levels of upward mobility.”
– Raj Chetty

Source: www.equality-of-opportunity.org
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Concentrated Poverty in Dallas

Source: State of TX Children, 2016, Center for Public Policy Priorities
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Is Separate-But-Equal Possible?

Three Strategies Going Forward:
1. Comprehensive Housing Policy
2. Creative School Enrollment
Policies
3. Raising Public Awareness
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Strategy 1: Comprehensive Housing Policy

www.opportunitydallas.org/the-framework
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Dallas Housing Policy Resolution
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Low-income children who moved to lower-poverty
neighborhoods before age 13…
More likely to attend

college (and better

Live in better, lower-poverty
neighborhoods as adults

colleges)
More likely to get married
and have children with a

Pay $22,000 more in federal
income tax and requires less
government expenditure

father present
31% more annual income
Expected lifetime earnings
increased by approximately
$302,000

Generational Impact!

Kids and
grandkids more likely to be raised in better
neighborhoods by two parents who are
more likely to be educated and have
higher incomes.

Dispersing Poverty through Housing Policy REDUCES Long-Term Poverty
Source: Justin Wolfers, “Why the New Research on Mobility Matters: An Economist’s View,” New York Times, Upshot, May 4, 2015. Alex Sarabia, “Moving to Opportunity: How
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Housing Policy Can Disrupt the Persistence of Poverty,” Chicago Policy Review, November 25, 2015. Based on original research conducted by Raj Chetty et al.

Strategy 2: Creative School Enrollment Policies
• Attendance boundaries are
gerrymandered along neighborhood
lines, thereby cementing segregation.
It doesn’t have to be that way.
• Creative enrollment approaches that
increase parental choice, promote
greater diversity, and improve
achievement
• Re-thinking attendance boundaries
• Open enrollment
• Diversity-by-design
magnet/choice/specialized model
admissions

Source: Dallas ISD
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Strategy 3: Raise Public Awareness

The Opportunity Index
Measuring Opportunity Across Neighborhoods in Dallas

Source: The Dallas Morning News
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The Opportunity Index: 4 Buckets, 14 Indicators
Specific Data Indicators
Economics

Education

Environment

Access

• Median household income
• Poverty rate
• Unemployment rate

• Percent with a bachelor’s degree or higher
• 2016-17 STAAR score growth for the neighborhood’s public elementary schools for all
students in all subjects
• Under-/over-performance of the neighborhood’s public elementary schools for low income
students on STAAR fro all grades in all subjects, averaged 2013-2016

• Violent crime incidents in 2016 (Homicide and aggravated assault)
• Average DCAD property condition desirability rating

•
•
•
•
•
•

Average commute time
Number of jobs in neighborhood
Number of doctors offices in neighborhood
Average monthly spending on fresh vegetables
Total number of restaurants in neighborhood and quality rating by the city
Percent of households with WiFi internet access
.
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The City of Dallas Has Distinct “Opportunity Zones”
“Opportunity Zones” in the City of Dallas
“High Opportunity” (Top 25%)
79 neighborhoods
“Moderate Opportunity” (Next 25%)
78 neighborhoods
“Limited Opportunity” (Next 25%)
79 neighborhoods
“Focus Areas” (Bottom 25%)
79 neighborhoods

“Opportunity Zones” are determined by the Opportunity Index. The Census tracts in the top quartile for Opportunity Score
are labeled as “High Opportunity” while the tracts in the bottom quartile are labeled “Focus Areas.”
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The City of Dallas Has Distinct “Opportunity Zones”
“Opportunity Zones” in the City of Dallas

Massive Racial Inequities

• 73 out of the 79 “High
Opportunity Areas” are
majority white (the remaining
“Moderate Opportunity” (Next 25%)
6 have no majority race)

“High Opportunity” (Top 25%)
79 neighborhoods

78 neighborhoods

“Limited Opportunity” (Next 25%)
79 neighborhoods
“Focus Areas” (Bottom 25%)
79 neighborhoods

• There is not a single “High
Opportunity Area” which is
majority black
• There is not a single “High
Opportunity Area” which is
majority Hispanic
• 7 out of 10 majority Black
tracts are “Focus Areas”

“Opportunity Zones” are determined by the Opportunity Index. The Census tracts in the top quartile for Opportunity Score
are labeled as “High Opportunity” while the tracts in the bottom quartile are labeled “Focus Areas.”

• Almost 1 out of 2 majority
Hispanic tracts are “Limited
Opportunity Areas”
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Characteristics of “High Opportunity” Neighborhoods

Economics

“High Opportunity” Neighborhoods in the City of Dallas
$75,000+

median household income

0% - 10%

poverty rate

0% - 5%

Access

Environment

Education

50%+

unemployment rate
with a bachelor’s degree

+1% - +3%

annual growth in student achievement
at local schools

+2% - +4%

avg. performance of local schools vs.
schools with similar demographics

0-3
Good

violent crimes in 2016
avg. DCAD housing desirability rating

20-25 mins

avg. commute time

4,000-6,000

jobs in neighborhood

1,000-2,000

total restaurant quality points

80% - 90%
10 - 20
$210 - $240

with wifi access
doctors offices
avg. monthly spending on fresh
vegetables

“Opportunity Zones” are determined by the Opportunity Index. The Census tracts in the top quartile for Opportunity Score are labeled as “High Opportunity” while the tracts in the
bottom quartile are labeled “Focus Areas.” Source: U.S. Census; City of Dallas Crime and Restaurant Inspection Data; Dallas Central Appraisal District; Texas Education Agency
21
STAAR and TAPR files; Experian Dun & Bradstreet and NAICS databases

Characteristics of “Moderate Opportunity” Neighborhoods

Economics

“Moderate Opportunity” Neighborhoods in the City of Dallas
$40,000$70,000
8% - 25%
3% - 6%

Access

Environ
-ment

Education

25% - 50%

median household income
poverty rate
unemployment rate
with a bachelor’s degree

0% - +3%

annual growth in student achievement
at local schools

-5% - +1%

avg. performance of local schools vs.
schools with similar demographics

1-6

violent crimes in 2016

Fair

avg. DCAD housing desirability rating

22-30 mins

avg. commute time

1,000-3,000

jobs in neighborhood

500-1,500
75% - 85%
5 - 10
$200 - $230

total restaurant quality points
with wifi access
doctors offices
avg. monthly spending on fresh
vegetables

“Opportunity Zones” are determined by the Opportunity Index. The Census tracts in the top quartile for Opportunity Score are labeled as “High Opportunity” while the tracts in the
bottom quartile are labeled “Focus Areas.” Source: U.S. Census; City of Dallas Crime and Restaurant Inspection Data; Dallas Central Appraisal District; Texas Education Agency
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STAAR and TAPR files; Experian Dun & Bradstreet and NAICS databases

Characteristics of “Limited Opportunity” Neighborhoods

Access

Environ
-ment

Education

Economics

“Limited Opportunity” Neighborhoods in the City of Dallas
$30,000 $40,000
20% - 40%
5% - 8%

median household income
poverty rate
unemployment rate

5% - 20%

with a bachelor’s degree

0% - +7%

annual growth in student achievement
at local schools

-4% - +4%

avg. performance of local schools vs.
schools with similar demographics

1 - 10
Fair

violent crimes in 2016
avg. DCAD housing desirability rating

25-35 mins

avg. commute time

1,000-3,000

jobs in neighborhood

500-1,500
65% - 75%
0 - 10
$195 - $215

total restaurant quality points
with wifi access
doctors offices
avg. monthly spending on fresh
vegetables

“Opportunity Zones” are determined by the Opportunity Index. The Census tracts in the top quartile for Opportunity Score are labeled as “High Opportunity” while the tracts in the
bottom quartile are labeled “Focus Areas.” Source: U.S. Census; City of Dallas Crime and Restaurant Inspection Data; Dallas Central Appraisal District; Texas Education Agency
23
STAAR and TAPR files; Experian Dun & Bradstreet and NAICS databases

Characteristics of “Focus Area” Neighborhoods

Economics

“Focus Area” Neighborhoods in the City of Dallas
<$35,000
30%+
8%+

Access

Environment

Education

<10%

median household income
poverty rate
unemployment rate
with a bachelor’s degree

-1% - +4%

annual growth in student achievement
at local schools

-7% - +2%

avg. performance of local schools vs.
schools with similar demographics

3 - 15

violent crimes in 2016

Average

avg. DCAD housing desirability rating

35+ min.

avg. commute time

<1,000

jobs in neighborhood

<1,000

total restaurant quality points

<65%
<5
<$195

with wifi access
doctors offices
avg. monthly spending on fresh
vegetables

“Opportunity Zones” are determined by the Opportunity Index. The Census tracts in the top quartile for Opportunity Score are labeled as “High Opportunity” while the tracts in the
bottom quartile are labeled “Focus Areas.” Source: U.S. Census; City of Dallas Crime and Restaurant Inspection Data; Dallas Central Appraisal District; Texas Education Agency
24
STAAR and TAPR files; Experian Dun & Bradstreet and NAICS databases

Compare/Contrast

median household income

0% - 10%

poverty rate

Access

Environment

with a bachelor’s degree

+1% - +3%

annual growth in student achievement
at local schools

+2% - +4%

avg. performance of local schools vs.
schools with similar demographics

0-3
Good

violent crimes in 2016
avg. DCAD housing desirability rating

<$35,000
30%+
8%+
<10%

Education

Education

50%+

unemployment rate

Environment

0% - 5%

Economics

$75,000+

Focus Areas
median household income
poverty rate
unemployment rate
with a bachelor’s degree

-1% - +4%

annual growth in student achievement
at local schools

-7% - +2%

avg. performance of local schools vs.
schools with similar demographics

3 - 15

violent crimes in 2016

Average

avg. DCAD housing desirability rating

35+ min.

avg. commute time

20-25 mins

avg. commute time

4,000-6,000

jobs in neighborhood

<1,000

jobs in neighborhood

1,000-2,000

total restaurant quality points

<1,000

total restaurant quality points

80% - 90%
10 - 20
$210 - $240

with wifi access
doctors offices
avg. monthly spending on fresh
vegetables

Access

Economics

High Opportunity Areas

<65%
<5
<$195

with wifi access
doctors offices
avg. monthly spending on fresh
vegetables
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@OppDallas
www.opportunitydallas.org

